DESN 384 Wk 7 Assignments – Winter 2021

Suggested Order of Activities

Listen to the Lecture - An Introduction to Voice Over - while viewing the associated slides. And answer the associated study questions listed at the end of this document.

On-Line Videos: follow “web resource links” on drbraukmann.com, examine and be prepared to answer the study questions listed under each link on the web resource links page.

  VO1 Voice Over Reading 
  VO2 Voice Over Microphone Technique
  VO3 How to Read a TV Trailer VO
  VO4 How I Improved a Terrible VO Script
  VO5 Energize Your Voice
  VO6 VO Bad Habit - Tailing Off Sentences
  VO7 Breathing Issues in VO
  VO8 Five Golden Rules for VO
  VO9 Eleven Tips for Better VO Recording
  VO10 Producing Professional VO at Home

View the Lecture/Demo Video: Creating a Constant Tempo Mix, and answer the associated study questions listed at the end of this document.

Listen to the Lecture - An Introduction to Compression - while viewing the associated slides. And answer the associated study questions listed at the end of this document.

Consider Reviewing VO videos 1-8 once more, and practicing, before you record.

Complete the assignments and upload --- files.

Assignment 1a and 1b: Create Two Voiceovers

In this week's module, you will find a set of sample voiceover scripts. Pick any two scripts from the list. Then, using your voice, record two voiceover demos. Edit appropriately (See Points Awarded section), and mix with one of the music "pads" you will find at drbraukmann.

You will find the selection of longer musical pads linked on drbraukmann by clicking on Music Examples > Music Background pads.

• Turn in as MP3 files. 
• Also turn in your marked-up scripts.

Although other sound effects are often added to voiceovers, do not add any on this assignment, just your voice and the music pad.

General Goals of Voiceover Production
1) Get a message across. Communicate successfully

2) Don't call attention to the voice. Voice must sound natural, relaxed, and believable. Use the tone of your voice to communicate the right emotion.


3) The musical pad should never distract from, or mask the voice. It should support the feeling to be conveyed, as fun, or relaxed, or energetic, or serious.
									
Points Awarded for Each Voice Over
You are expected to submit high-quality, professional voiceovers. Consider posting your first drafts on our Slack channel for critiques, before you complete the final products.

(3 points) Include no pops, clipping, or room reflections.

(4) Each section edited or re-recorded to be well paced. Vocal problems such as over-long pauses, mispronunciations, or tailing-off, must be avoided.

(2) Use your voice to create appropriate emphasis and believable emotion. Communicate confidence.

(2) Consistent levels – within and between the two voiceovers – fix quiet or loud words.

(1) Compression should be subtle but evident, not obvious or "squashed." You may not need much compression, but just enough to keep the level of the dialog where it is easy to hear.

(3) Tonal balance as in the examples you are given: solid warmth without boomy-ness (sometimes occurs  in 100-250 Hz range because of poor mic technique) or boxy-ness (300-400Hz, usually due to a poor mic choice, or close reflecting surfaces). The voice should have clarity without distracting esses. Words should be easy to understand with consonants easy to discern. It is best to do this by experimenting with mic placement, rather than using an EQ effect after recording. But use a little EQ if it is needed.

(2) A touch of reverb should be added, but just barely noticeable, and certainly not enough to stand out or to be distracting. These recordings should have no  first reflections.

(3) The music pad – this is important – the music chosen should be appropriate for the intended audience, and convey the emotion the advertiser wishes to communicate. But do not let the music compete with, or compromise the effectiveness of, the script / voice. Make certain no peak in the music interferes with any word of dialog. Always avoid music masking the voice.

(2) Beginnings and endings should not be abrupt – try about 2-3 seconds of music before the dialog starts.  And use fades.

(1) Overall robust level – about 60% - ("normalized") 

(4) For each VO, include/upload a copy of your marked up script that you used, including:
   • Mark the words you knew would give you trouble.
   • Mark where you will emphasize words. 
   • Mark where you will take a breath.
   • Mark where you will pause a brief moment 
	for emphasis.
   • Mark places where you need to remember 
	not to tail off.
									
Professional Advice
• Be conservative. Design these for adults. You are not entertaining as much as persuading. Consider this is an audition recording you could put in your portfolio.

• You don't need a professional voice to pull this off. But practice until you can speak with confidence and feeling. You need to sound like you believe what you are reading. That might mean, for instance, emphasizing certain key words. It is highly advisable to have someone else listen and critique you. Then try it again.

• Speak a little more slowly than you would in a normal conversation. (Unless speaking faster is required by the art director) The listener has to be able to hear each word.

• The original voice recordings should be very dry, with no room reflections. Add the reverb and compression after putting together your best reading.

• Record several takes and pick the best take, or even the best individual phrases. By the fourth or fifth take, it should be improving.
										
Assignment 2: • 
Workout Track Sample with a constant tempo
Create an short (40 sec or so?) aerobic workout track incorporating three songs edited to play at exactly the same beats per minute: 140 bpm, in a 4/4 time signature. You will find the songs linked to week 7 files at drbraukmann. This is easy to do with Studio One, as demonstrated by your instructor, (but would be rather difficult and time-consuming to try using Audacity!)

The three songs were not originally recorded at 140 bpm. so you will need to edit the tempo of the songs to make them fit 140 bpm. This is easy with the Studio One event "File Tempo" tools, as demonstrated in your instructor's video. To save you time, the bpm of each of the original songs are included below. ( I found the bpm by tapping the "Tempo" button while listening to the song.)

As is typical for this type of product, add a separate track with a kick drum playing constantly on the beat. This will anchor the whole mix together. The kick drum should never change tempo or level, and the songs should synchronize to it. An 8-beat kick drum loop has been provided for you. Just have snap turned on and duplicate it as needed.

Required Details: This workout track should begin with two measures   ( 1 2 3 4, 1 2 3 4 ) of just the kick drum. Then fade in the first song. Workout music is arranged on an 8-measure or 32-beat form, to fit with the exercises. We have less time for this example file, so our song changes should occur on multiples of 16 beats.

Incorporate Wagon Wheel (148 bpm), Sucker for You (139 bpm), and Youngblood (120 bpm) (All available on drbraukmann.com & inked to week 7) Between songs use long fades of 8 beats where you hear both songs, and one song is fading out while the next song is fading in. You may have to "make room" for the kick drum (80-150 Hz) in the frequencies of the songs by using EQ.  The kick needs to stay audible throughout.

Review of Form: Approximately 2 measures intro + 6 measures song1 + 2 measures crossfade + 6 measures song2 + 2 measures crossfade + 6 measures song3 + 2 measures of fade out.

Please add your "name print" as you did on the Aloha mixes, and turn in an MP3. 
										
Questions from An Introduction to Voiceover
What are the four categories of performance details  that are often marked up on a VO script?





What kinds of sound issues are addressed by simply moving the microphone relative to the voice?



How is reading a VO script different than reading a book?


What are zero crossings in Audacity? Why are they significant?



										
Questions from the Lecture Demo Tempo Matching
Explain the "file tempo" setting in Studio One.





When bringing in a song to match tempo, why didn't we simply make the file tempo of the new song 140 bpm, to match the mix tempo?






How do you get the beat of an imported song file to align accurately with the grid lines in Studio One?






										
Questions from Compressors
What is dynamic range?




Which products have been compressed the most, and so have the least dynamic range?




Which products have the most dynamic range?




How does compression affect the dynamic range of a sound track?




What are four good uses for compression?




What does a compressor threshold do?




What would a 2:1 ratio do?



What would a 10:1 ratio do?



Assume the threshold was set at -20 dB, and the ratio was set at 4:1. If the peak level before the compressor jumped to -8 dB, what would that peak level be after the compressor? (Answer the same question with a ratio of 3:1 or 2:1, or with a peak at 0 dB)





Which uses the most compression in pop music, vocals or electric guitars?

Why do we need gain make up after compression, in say, a television ad?



What does a mulit-band compressor do that a regular compressor can't do?



What does a limiter do?



What does a noise gate do?



What is meant by buss (or bus) compression?

